Fortsetzung

1.
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).a.-b, a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), a.-b)(a.-b))\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)]
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)]]
\[\begin{align*}
((\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b))
\end{align*}\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \; [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b]])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]

\[ \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \]
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]

\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))]\\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))\\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))\\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\]
\[
\left[ (-a.b) \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b) \right], \left[ (-a.b) \cdot (a.b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b) \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b) \cdot (a.b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b) \right]
\]
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))] \\
[\((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\), ((a\cdot b), (a\cdot b))]
\[
\begin{align*}
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
\{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\}, & \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}
\end{align*}
\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
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[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(ab)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(ab), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\\
\([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\]\]
\[\[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]\]
\[\begin{align*}
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))], \\
&[(\neg a \cdot b) \cdot (a \cdot b), (\neg a \cdot (a \cdot b))].
\end{align*}\]
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a-b], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]

\[(\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.-b}.\text{a.b}), (\text{-a.b}.\text{-a.b}, \text{a.b}.\text{a.-b}))\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(a.b)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(b-a)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(a.b)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(b-a)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(a.b)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(b-a)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(a.b)] \\
\[(a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)] & , \quad [(a.b)(b-a), (b-a)(b-a)] \\
\end{align*}
\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
$\left[ (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b) \right]$
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-b).(-a), (a-b).(a-b))
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b)(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b)(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]

\[
((-b).(-a), (a-b).(-a)), ((a-b).(-a), (a-b)(-a))
\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]\]
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), \((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), \((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), \((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\))
\[\begin{align*}
&\text{([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]}, \\
&\text{([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]}, \\
&\text{([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]}, \\
&\text{([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]}, \\
&\text{([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), \((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]}.
\end{align*}\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.)b])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
\([-a.b](a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\)
((-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a)]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a)]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a)]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).a, (a.-b).a), [(-a.b).a, (a.-b)(a.-b))]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
\[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\]
((-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))}
\end{array}\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b]), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
\([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\), \([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\)
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[\begin{array}{c}
\left[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\right]
\left[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\right]
\left[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\right]
\left[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\right]
\left[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\right]
\left[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\right]
\end{array}\]
([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))])

([[\(-a.b\).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))])
([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[\begin{array}{c}
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\end{array}\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b).(a.-b)
\]
\[
((-a).b).(a).b, (a.-b)
\[\begin{align*}
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\\
&([-b].a, (-a).b), ((-a).b, (a-b).a))\end{align*}\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])
(((\(a\cdot b\)).(\(-a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))), [(-\(a\cdot b\)).(-\(a\cdot b\)), (\(a\cdot b\)).(\(a\cdot b\))])

(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
(((a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(-a.b)] [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(-a.b)] [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(-a.b)] [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(a-b)] [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(a-b)] [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(a-b)] [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
[(-a.b)(-a), (a-b)(a-b)] [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.b)]
[(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)]
[(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)]
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\], \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\])
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-a))] \]
\[\begin{align*}
&((-a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b)),
&((-a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b))
\end{align*}\]
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)] , [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
(...
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
 căng

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)], ((-b).a-b, a-b)(b)])
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)))
(((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))

(((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((a-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((a-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a-b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((a-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
(((a-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((a-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
\(((a\cdot b)(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)(a\cdot b)) \), 
\[ ((-a\cdot b)(-a\cdot b), (-a\cdot b)(a\cdot b)) \]
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))

((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))

((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]

...
\[\left[\left(\left(-a.b\right) \cdot \left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right) \cdot \left(a.-b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right) \cdot \left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right) \cdot \left(a.-b\right)\right)\right]\]
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(a.b).(-a.b)8(a.-b). (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

((-a.b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

((-a.b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

((-a.b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(a.-b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))

\(((\neg a\cdot b).a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).a\cdot b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</th>
<th>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)</td>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)) [(-a.b).(-a), (a.-b).(-a)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[\begin{align*}
&\{(-a.b).a, (a-b).a\} \begin{array}{c}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\end{array}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\{(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\}
\end{align*}\]
([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([-a.b].(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\[([-a.b].(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]
[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a.]
(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
((-a.b) (a-b), (a-b) (a-b))
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
\[
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)] ,
[(\neg a \cdot b), (a \cdot b)]
\]
...
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a.b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((a.b)(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

(((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.b).(a-b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a.b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.b).(a-b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a.b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.b).(a-b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a.b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
[(-a·b)·(a·b), (a·b)·(a·b)], [(-a·b)·(a·b), (a·b)·(a·b)])
[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), \\
\end{array}
\]
\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))

(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.b).(-b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b)])

([-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)])
\[\begin{align*}
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\} \\
\end{align*}\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a.-b)\)\]


([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[\begin{align*}
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
&\quad ,
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
&\quad ,
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\end{align*}\]
\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a.b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])

\([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\], \([-\text{a.b}](\text{a-b}), (\text{a-b})(\text{a-b})\])
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
(-a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b), (a\cdot b)\cdot (a\cdot b),
\end{bmatrix}
\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \]
\[ ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)] 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)

\((\text{(-a.b).}(a.b), (a-b).a.b), \text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])}\)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((a.b).(-a).b), (-a).b.a)
\[\left[ (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b) \right], \left[ (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b) \right]\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.b)\]\]
\[\[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (-a.b)\], \[-a.b \cdot (a.-b), (a.-b) \cdot (a.-b)\]\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], }\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]} \\
&\text{[(-a.b).
}
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\), \((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\), \((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\), \((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
\((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\), \((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]

\[ (((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)),
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
None
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
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((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
\[((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), \((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\)\]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).a, b) • (-a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
([(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], \((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)\))
\[\begin{align*}
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
\end{align*} \]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.b)(a.-b))\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.b)(a.-b))\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]\]
\[\begin{align*}
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)]
\end{align*}\]
\[\begin{align*}
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \\
&([-a.b].a-b, a-b.(-a.b)], (-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)) \end{align*}\]
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
\[\left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right), \left(\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.b\right)\right)\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))] 

[(\(a\cdot b\).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))]
([(\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(-\text{a} \text{b})], ([\text{a} \text{b}].(-\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(-\text{a} \text{b}))]
([(\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(-\text{a} \text{b})], ([\text{a} \text{b}].(-\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}))]
([(\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(-\text{a} \text{b})], ([\text{a} \text{b}].(-\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}))]
([(\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(-\text{a} \text{b})], ([\text{a} \text{b}].(-\text{a} \text{b}), (\text{a} \text{b}).(\text{a} \text{b}))]


((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(ab))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(ab))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(ab))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(ab))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(ab))
((-a.b)(ab), (-a.b)(ab)), ((-a.b)(ab), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
((-b).(-b), (-a).(-b), (a-b)(ab))
[((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]

[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$

$([-a.b].(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))$
\[
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)),
([-a.b](a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([[-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(a.b)(-a.b)88. ((((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)], (((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))))

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), (((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), (((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), (((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), (((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), (((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), (((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])

(((a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])

(((a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), [(-a-b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((-a.b)
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a.b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b)], (a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[ (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
((-a.b).(-a.b), -a.b)
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]]
[(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
[(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a.b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a.b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (-a-b).(-a-b)), ((-a.b).(-a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
<td>$(-a.b).(-a.b)$, $(a.-b).(a.-b)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[\left[ (-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b) \right]\]
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)),
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
\[
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)), \((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b))
\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)], ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
\[
\begin{align*}
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\] \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
None
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))  
(a.b).(-a)b9. (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))]  
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</th>
<th>[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
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(((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], (-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)].(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)].(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)].(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)].(-a.b)])
(((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((a.-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))]\]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)],
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.-b)],
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.-b)].
((-b).(a), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b))
((-b).(a), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b)-(b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a-b)), ((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))

((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)

\((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\), \((-a.b)\cdot (a.b)\)
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])

(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
\[\begin{align*}
((-(a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]) \\
((-(a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), & \quad [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) \\
\end{align*}\]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</th>
<th>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
<td>(((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (-a.b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]

\[
([-a.b].(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\]
\([\langle -a.b \rangle \langle a.-b \rangle, \langle a.-b \rangle \langle a.-b \rangle \rangle, \langle a.-b \rangle \langle -a.b \rangle, \langle a.-b \rangle \langle a.-b \rangle \rangle\)
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \]
\[\begin{bmatrix}
(-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \\
(-a.b).(-a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b)
\end{bmatrix},
\begin{bmatrix}
(-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \\
(-a.b).(a.-b) & (a.-b).(-a.b)
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))]\\((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]\\((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])\\((-a.(-b).a),(a.(a.-b)), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.(-b).a),(a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.b) \right], \left[ (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b) \right] \\
\end{array}
\]
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)], ([(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)] \ (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
\[((-a.b)(a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)], [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(-a.b))]\]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]
\[((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \]


\[([\mathbf{-a}.\mathbf{b}].([\mathbf{-a}.\mathbf{b}], \mathbf{a}.\mathbf{b}).\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b})), ([\mathbf{-a}.\mathbf{b}].\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b}), \mathbf{a}.\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b}))\]

\[([\mathbf{-a}.\mathbf{b}].\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b}), \mathbf{a}.\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b}))\]

\[([\mathbf{-a}.\mathbf{b}].\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b}), \mathbf{a}.\mathbf{(a}.\mathbf{b}))\]
\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]

\[\left(\left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right), \left( a \cdot b \right) \cdot \left( a \cdot b \right)\right)\]
([-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]
[((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
\[
\begin{align*}
&((-a.b).(-b), (a.-b).(b)) \\
&((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(b))
\end{align*}
\]
\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)

\(\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right] \)
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)\]
\[-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b), (-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
\[\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\}\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
null
\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \\ (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \\ (-a.b).(a.-b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \\ (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \\ (-a.b).(-a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \\ (-a.b).(a.-b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \\ (-a.b).(a.-b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \\ (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (-a.b).(a.b) & (a.-b).(a.-b) \\ (-a.b).(-a.b) & (a.-b).(-a.b) \end{bmatrix} \]
((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))

((-a.b) (a.b), (a.-b) (a.b))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)))
(((a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]

((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), 
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)-(a.b), (a-b).a(b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
\[\left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(-a.b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(-a.b\right)\right], \left[\left(-a.b\right)\left(a.-b\right), \left(a.-b\right)\left(a.-b\right)\right]\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(a-b)))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)), ((a.b).(-a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)))
(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
\[\begin{align*}
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)), &((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) \\
\end{align*}\]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
\[
\begin{align*}
&\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
&\{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}, \{(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\} \\
\end{align*}
\]
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))
[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a-b))


((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(a-.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (-a.b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]

\[-a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix}, a.b \begin{pmatrix} a.-b \\ a.-b \end{pmatrix}, (-a.b) \begin{pmatrix} a.b \\ a.b \end{pmatrix} \]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
(a.b).(-a.b) ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
(-a.b).(-a.b) ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)) 
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)), ((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b)),
((-a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b), (a\cdot b).(-a\cdot b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(-a,b), (a-b).(a,b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a,b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
((-a,b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b))
\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(\neg a.b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)

\(((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((\neg a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))\)
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a-b)))
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a.b])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a.b])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).a.b])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-\alpha.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b), [(-\alpha.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)

(((a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b), ((-a.b).(-a).b), (a.b).b)
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
[(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).a.b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b)
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
\[
\begin{align*}
(-a.b)(-a.b) & \quad (a.-b)(a.-b) \\
(a.-b)(-a.b) & \quad (-a.b)(a.-b)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(-a.b)(-a.b) & \quad (a.b)(-a.-b) \\
(a.-b)(-a.-b) & \quad (-a.b)(a.-b)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(-a.b)(-a.b) & \quad (a.-b)(a.-b) \\
(a.-b)(-a.-b) & \quad (-a.b)(a.-b)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(-a.b)(-a.b) & \quad (a.b)(-a.-b) \\
(a.-b)(-a.-b) & \quad (-a.b)(a.-b)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(-a.b)(-a.b) & \quad (a.-b)(a.-b) \\
(a.-b)(-a.-b) & \quad (-a.b)(a.-b)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(-a.b)(-a.b) & \quad (a.b)(-a.-b) \\
(a.-b)(-a.-b) & \quad (-a.b)(a.-b)
\end{align*}
\]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.(b)), (a.(-b))((-a.b))((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
((-a.b)(a.(-b)), (a.(-b)).(a.(-b)))
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b))] 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]) 
([(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).[
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)), ((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
((-a-b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)], ((-a-b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a-b)])
\[\begin{align*}
&[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))] \\
&[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)]
\end{align*}\]
\[\begin{array}{c|c}
(-a.b).(-a.b) & (a.-b).(a.b) \\
(a.-b).(a.b) & (-a.b).(-a.b) \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c|c}
(-a.b).(-a.b) & (a.-b).(a.b) \\
(a.-b).(a.b) & (-a.b).(-a.b) \\
\end{array}\]
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), ((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(-a.b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
((-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.b)), [(-a.b)(a.-b), (a.-b)(a.-b))
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
\[((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))\]
([-b].(b), (a-b).(b)], [(-b).(b), (a-b).(-b)])

([(-b).(b), (a-b).(b)], [(-b).(b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(b), (a-b).(b)], [(-b).(b), (a-b).(a-b)])

(a-b)(94. [((-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)] , [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])

([(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)], [(-b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
(((a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)])
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))

(((a.b), (a-b)(a.b)), ((a-b)(-a.b), (a-b)(-a.b)))
(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)) 
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a.-b)(a.b)], [(-a.b)(a.b), (a.-b)(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a)b.(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
...
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))]  
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)].
((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [[(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]

((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)), [(-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)]
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(a-b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
([(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)))
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))

((-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b))
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([(-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)], [(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])

(a.b).(-a.b)95. (((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.b)], ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
(((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(-a.b)))

(((a.b).(a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))

(((a.b).(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), ((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))

(((a-b)(a-b), (a-b)(a-b)), (a-b)(a-b))
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
((-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)), [(-a.b)(-a.b), (a-b)(a-b)]
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[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b))]
[(-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).(a.-b)), ((-a.b).(a.-b), (a.-b).
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a.b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a.b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b), ((-a.b).a-b, a-b.a-b))
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)), [(-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b))
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a-b).(a.b)), [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a-b).(-a.b)]
((-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b))
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
\[\{-a.b\}.(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.b)\], \{(a.-b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)\}\]
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
([-a.b).(a.b), (a.-b).(a.-b)], [(-a.b).(-a.b), (a.-b).(-a.b)])
((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])

\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(a.b)]\((-a.b).a.b, (a.-b).(-a.b)])